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ABSTRACT 

We propose a set of methods to enable analysis of the dynamics of 

a topic among different regions over time and their causes. The 

sub-topic distributions of a topic computed using the Tweets 

collected from different regions are used to build a graph structure 

and cluster regions for their common sub-topic interests. The 

clustering results are further used to reveal the level of consensus 

and dissensus among the regions through “bubble charts” that can 

show convergence and divergence patterns of sub-topic interests 

over time. Through the case analyses, we demonstrate that the 

proposed methods can progressively pin down how inter-region 

sub-topic interests changed and what influenced the changes in 

volume/versatility and consensus/dissensus. 

CCS Concepts 

• Information systems~Social networks   • Human-centered 

computing~Social engineering (social sciences)   • Human-

centered computing~Social network analysis 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
People in different regions tend to develop different interests or 

sub-topics of a broad topic such as weather, Ebola, and NBA [2]. 

Reasons for location-varying different sub-topics may be related 

to the traits of the people in general, local politics, particular local 

events, geographic conditions, and so on. For example, a sport 

event may cause a widely different range of sub-topic interests, 

depending on the teams, players, and even locations of the event. 

For a topic related to an epidemic, the sub-topics change as it 

spreads out to different parts of the world [2]. 

In addition to the new capability of observing sub-topic variations 

across regions and topic versatility changes over time [2], it would 

be of further interest to see how the sub-topic interests would 

change across regions over time. For this, we introduce a method 

of observing relationships among the regions vis-à-vis sub-topics 

and hence their changes. Understanding such changes would 

reveal the dynamics of sub-topic interests and the factors for the 

changes and provide a basis for mutual influences among the 

regions. That is, it would be possible to see the impact of a social 

stimulus by observing how the regional relationships change over 

time. Furthermore, the patterns of the sub-topic interest changes 

over time can be useful in understanding how consensus or 

dissensus is formed among the regions for a topic and why. 

2. METHOD 

2.1 Topic Versatility 
The notion of versatility was first introduced and used in [2] for 

the purpose of analyzing people’s sub-topic interests across 

regions. It measures the degree to which a topic discussed in a 

social media covers different points of view or sub-topics. Topic 

versatility is computed based on uniqueness of a region with 

respect to a topic, which measures how a region’s sub-topic 

distribution differs from those of other regions. Uniqueness and 

the versatility are calculated as follows 

 𝑢𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐷𝑖
𝑡 , ∑ 𝐷𝑗

𝑡
𝑗≠𝑖 ) 

 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡 = (
∑ 𝑢𝑖−𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑢𝑖)𝑖∈𝑟𝑒𝑔

|𝑟𝑒𝑔|−1
+𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑢𝑖)) /2 

where 𝐷𝑖
𝑡  is a vector representing the sub-topic distribution of 

topic t, Dissimilarity = 1- CosineSimilairty (,), u represents 

uniqueness of each region and reg is the set of regions [2]. 

2.2 Region Clustering 
In order to analyze inter-region relationships for a topical interest, 

we build a graph representation showing inter-region similarities 

and apply a clustering technique to the graph to generate region 

clusters. We define a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E) for 

each topic, where V is a set of nodes representing regions and E is 

a set of edges, or connections between regions, representing that 

the two nodes are sufficiently similar to each other. An edge 

between two nodes is established and a weight is computed with 

Cosine Similarity and assigned only when the weight is higher 

than a threshold determined empirically as described below. 

To cluster the regions in a topic-specific graph, we apply the 

Markov Chain Clustering (MCL) method [1] which is basically a 

network partitioning algorithm, focusing on the information flows 

through a network based on the Random Walk algorithm. As a 

result, the vertices in the same cluster should share similar 

information. The MCL method was employed because our goal 

lies in finding a group or a community for a topical interest, where 

the member regions share similar sub-topic distributions. 

 

Figure 1. Tweet volume and topic versatility changes over 

time for topic ‘football’ 
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In correspondence with Fig. 1 showing the changes of versatility 

and volume of tweets for a topic ‘football’ in the US, Fig. 2 shows 

the clustering results at two different times, where regions in the 

same clusters are represented with the same clusters. The big 

change in clustering results shows the change from consensus to 

dissensus between two times. 

 

Figure 2. Contrast between region clustering results for topic 

'Football’ on Aug 28 PM (left) and on Aug 29. PM (right).  

3. Understanding Event-driven Dynamics  
A sudden volume increase or a peak in people’s interests is often 

preceded by a real-life event. However, versatility either increases 

or decreases after an event, leaning towards divergence or 

convergence of sub-topics across regions. For instance, the 

regional games for a national football league would prompt 

divergence whereas the opening or final games would cause 

convergence of people’s interest as a national level concern. 

When this type of phenomenon is captured by a bubble chart, 

together with the chart showing the volume and versatility value 

changes as in Fig 3, it becomes possible to easily understand the 

immediate effect of the event on the convergence/divergence 

pattern for a topic. It is also useful to track the patterns of 

convergence/divergence when there is a surge in volume because 

it means an occurrence of a significant event that may change 

people’s concerns. The bubble chart can serve as a useful 

visualization of such patterns if we plot the bubbles with the 

passing of the time.  

3.1 Events Causing Versatility Drops 
As in Fig. 1, there was a peak or a surge of Tweet volume for 

‘football’ on Aug 28th. It turns out that the college football league 

started on that day, and the popularity of the sport was reflected in 

the high volume of Tweets. This peak corresponds to the big black 

bubble on the left chart in Fig. 3 where the size of the bubbles 

indicates the size of the biggest cluster (thus convergence in sub-

topic distributions). Most of the regions expressed a strong 

interest in ‘tonight’s game’ between two teams as in Table 1 that 

shows the words in the most common and salient sub-topic 61 

resulting from the LDA analysis. The region clustering result on 

the map is depicted in the left graph of Fig. 2. 

3.2 Events Causing Versatility Increases 
At the next peak of volume occurring on the next day, Aug 29th 

(see Fig. 1), the corresponding versatility value increased sharply, 

meaning that different subtopics were mentioned in different 

regions. It turns out that regional games were started, and different 

regions started showing interests in their teams. That is, they made 

the sub-topics distinct from each other and hence increased the 

topic’s versatility and the level of dissensus. 

This situation is well reflected in the right bubble chart in Fig. 3 

where the black bubble corresponds to the peak. It is interesting to 

note that although both of the two neighboring time segments 

have a peak in volume, they show radically different situations in 

terms of consensus/dissensus caused by the events. The details of 

the big contrast between the two close time segments are shown in 

Fig. 2. Further information in terms of the actual subtopics can be 

obtained from the LDA results as in Table 1. 

 

Figure 3. Consensus and dissensus analyses with the size of the 

biggest cluster and the number of clusters for topic ‘football’. 

Table 1. Some dominant sub-topics and representative terms 

corresponding to the clusters for Topic “football” 

Sub-topic Terms 

#61 

(Common) 

college back tonight sec season user kenny starts johnny 

year tbt south hill finally time excited carolina weekend 

#41 url iowa state team prep hawkeyes isu iahsfb hawkeye 

cyclones west valley city hawks 

#49 high school friday games hs scores week great highlights 

updates area check 

#57 ready day wait hours opener ll opening work kick 

#74 pm good home kickoff watch today support listen sports 

join 

4. CONCLUSION 
We show that the proposed set of analytics methods can lead to an 

understanding of overall trend of inter-region consensus/dissensus 

in terms of their sub-topic interests, their dynamics over space and 

time, and specific regions that show similar sub-topic interests. In 

addition, the graph-based analysis can help discovering the role of 

a region in propagating an interest level for a specific topic and 

identifying the groups with similar orientations for a topic. 

For future work, we are in the process of developing a method for 

identifying real-life events and ways to automatically associate an 

event with a particular pattern so that we can predict what would 

happen with such an event. We will also make the methods 

available through Web Observatory [3].  
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